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SECURITY GUARD�™
Anti-Theft System

Printed in U.S.A.
The following are registered (®) or unregistered (�™) trademarks of Douglas Dynamics, L.L.C.: FISHER®, HT Series�™, SECURITY GUARD�™, XLS�™, XtremeV�™.

�• What is the SECURITY GUARD anti-theft system and why was it developed?
 Offered exclusively on the HT Series�™ snowplows, the SECURITY GUARD anti-theft system

is an electronically controlled snowplow anti-theft system.

 Quoting an article released earlier this year in The New York Times: "WHERE SNOW HAS FALLEN, PLOW 
THEFTS HAVE RISEN,"

 "�… with the economy in decline, thieves are turning to a new target: snowplows." (The New York Times, 2009)

 It is not uncommon to hear about snowplows being stolen during the winter. With the improvements of attach/detach 
systems, it is quicker and easier than ever to pop a snowplow on and off a truck. This makes it easy for thieves to 
transfer a blade from one truck to another in minutes �— making drive-up thefts more and more common.

 The new SECURITY GUARD anti-theft system was developed to give a snowplow owner a way to safely and securely 
"lock" their snowplow while it is detached from the truck �— creating a deterrent from theft and/or non-permitted use.

 Unlike physical locks that can be easily cut or removed, the SECURITY GUARD system, when activated, uses 
the snowplow's electrical system (synchronizing the control and the plow module) to lock-down the electrical 
functionality to the snowplow, thus preventing unwanted users from activating the snowplow.

�• When is Fisher Engineering launching the SECURITY GUARD anti-theft system?

 Although the SECURITY GUARD system was built into EVERY HT Series snowplow, the SECURITY GUARD 
feature was of cially introduced during the 2009 Sales Schools.

�• Fisher Engineering's  rst school was 9/1/2009
�• A bulletin to distribution was released 10/5/2009
�• A press release to the public is scheduled for 10/7/2009

�• How do you tell the difference between a new HT Series control (with the SECURITY GUARD system) 
and a multiplex control without the SECURITY GUARD system?

 The new HT Series controls with the SECURITY GUARD system have faceplates that include designations of 
"1", "2", "3" and "4" for the corner buttons (see below). Moving forward, the multiplex (MUX) controls used for our 
adjustable wing snowplows (XLS�™ and XtremeV�™) will continue to have text descriptions for these buttons in 
addition to numeric designations (see below).
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 NOTE: Although we are not currently promoting the SECURITY GUARD system on the XLS�™ and XtremeV�™ 
snowplows, as we continue to work through inventory for the controls for these models, we will begin/have begun 
shipping controls with a new faceplate also including "1", "2", "3" and "4" on the four corner buttons (shown 
above). These controls are interchangeable with existing units in the  eld.

 The time table for the expandable snowplow control switch over is:

XLS and XtremeV Hand-Held Control  Week of 8/24/2009
XLS and XtremeV Joystick Control  Week of 8/17/2009

If we're not promoting the SECURITY GUARD system feature on the XLS and XtremeV snowplows, why 
are we integrating the "1", "2", "3" and "4" into the controls?

The SECURITY GUARD feature has been met with great enthusiasm from both distributors and end-users. 
By enabling XLS and XtremeV controls, we are preparing for the opportunity to integrate SECURITY GUARD 
systems into our all multiplex (MUX) snowplows.

How can you tell the difference between a new plow module that contains SECURITY GUARD system 
functionality vs. a plow module that does not?

The plow module that has SECURITY GUARD system programming is a -3 plow module (Part Number: 44354-3).
NOTE: The XLS and XtremeV snowplows have been built with the new -3 module since 6/16/09.

If the XLS and XtremeV snowplows are all being built with the new -3 modules and all adjustable wing 
snowplows will eventually have the new ("1", "2", "3" and "4") controls, will the SECURITY GUARD feature 
work for these models?

Yes �— but, we are not currently promoting the XLS and XtremeV snowplows with the SECURITY GUARD system, 
so the controls do not come with any SECURITY GUARD system Operating Instructions. If a user wants to use the 
feature for these models, they will need to refer to the Operating Instructions for the hand-held and joystick controls for 
the HT Series�™ snowplow. These instructions provide detailed instructions on how to operate the feature.

What is a "Distributor Master Control"?

The distributor master control is a unique control that 
allows ONLY the distributor to unlock a locked snowplow 
without having the security code. The master control is 
distinguishable by its all-gray handle and DD faceplate (shown at right).

Why would a distributor need a Master Control?

One example would be if a user brings in his HT Series snowplow for service, and forgets to unlock or clear the security 
code. A distributor can reset the code by using this control. In addition, similarly to losing your car keys, if an end-user 
forgets their security code they will not be able to operate their snowplow. In this situation, a customer has 3 options:

1) Strap up the snowplow and take it into their distributor to reset the module (using the master control)
2) Remove the module and take it into their distributor to reset the module (using the master control)
3) Replace the module with a spare -3 module
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How will a distributor get a "Master Control"?

EACH distributor location is eligible to receive one master control free of charge with the launch of the 
SECURITY GUARD system. Additional master controls can be purchased from Fisher Engineering �— $425 net. Sub 
dealers can purchase master controls through their distributor. (See Sales Bulletin SB 932 for details).

Master Control P/N: 48800

If someone comes into a dealer to unlock a pass code, will they need to show a BOS (Bill of Sale)?

This is up to the distributor's discretion �— every distributor runs their business differently.

Is there any chance of this system locking up on its own without ever being activated?

No, the SECURITY GUARD system will not activate unless the user performs the activation process.

How will voltage drops or spikes affect the system?

The module can get as low as 6 volts. If the module goes below 6 volts, it will react as if you disconnected the power.

Once an end-user sets his/her 4-digit security code, does he/she need to 
manually unlock the snowplow every time before using it?

No. Once an end-user sets his 4-digit security code, it is a "set it and forget it" system. The 
SECURITY GUARD system will always recognize the control that set the security code and 
will automatically unlock once the control is plugged in.

�• How can an end-user tell that a snowplow is equipped with the 
SECURITY GUARD Anti-Theft System?

 All snowplows enabled with the Security Guard system will have the SECURITY GUARD 
system decal (shown at right) located on the upper portion of the driver-side headgear.   
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